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Your next issue of Greenkeeper International will be with you by June 8, 2001
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News
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Letters

Education
Ken Richardson looks at new educational courses available at some of the country's colleges

Membership Update

Web Watch

Features

Course Closed
John Lelecan covers the country with his extensive report into how the Foot and Mouth outbreak has affected your golf courses, and what the lasting implications might be

A2B? ATV
Roland Taylor takes a look at All Terrain Vehicles and gives some useful advice on what to look out for

BTME2002: The clock's ticking
In a brand new BTME series, Neil Thomas gives a progress report on preparations for BTME2002

Positive Charge
Chris Squires, Course Manager of Rutland County Golf Club, describes the pros and cons of his new electric triple machine

True Grit
Dr Stephen Baker reports on the research being carried out into identifying the perfect bunker sand

Gene Genie
Through genetic modification, science will ensure the ideal grass for every occasion and use

'Bird's in The Belfry
Scott MacCallum meets up with Rain Bird's Victor Jamieson at one of the company's biggest clients
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25 Ship Shape at Southwick Park
Scott MacCallum visits Portsmouth to see a new maintenance facility which has Naval approval

28 Top of the Copts
Jeremy Pichler, Course Manager at Copt Heath, explains the background to the fantastic new facility he and his team now call home
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